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a b s t r a c t
When painful stimuli are evaluated at the time they are experienced, judgments are made not in isolation
but with reference to other experienced stimuli. We tested a speciﬁc quantitative model of how such context effects occur. Participants experienced 3 blocks of 11 different pressure pain stimuli, and rated each
stimulus on a 0–10 scale of intensity. Stimulus distribution was varied between participants. Study 1
found that that the rating of a stimulus of a particular pressure was higher in the context in which it
ranked highest. Study 2 found that pain ratings were higher in a context where most stimuli were relatively intense, even when the mean stimulus was constant. It is suggested that pain judgments are relative, involve the same cognitive processes as are used in other psychophysical and socioemotional
judgments, and are well described by range frequency theory. This approach can further inform the existing body of research on context-dependent pain evaluation.
Ó 2013 International Association for the Study of Pain. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Self-reported pain is understood to involve cognitive evaluation
as well as neurological response [7,10,24,25,33–35], and can be
conceptualised as involving 3 stages: (1) neurological detection
of the stimulus, (2) cognitive evaluation of the stimulus, followed
by production of a response (a subjective opinion of how painful
the stimulus feels), and (3) encoding of that particular experience
in memory. Whilst much research focuses on neurological response [5,23,24,26,47] and pain memory [2,3,8,16,30,37,41,45]
including tests of peak-end theory [14,15,31,36,40,42], there is
much less research on (and currently no quantitative model of)
judgments made at the time pain occurs.
Some researchers assume that pain can be evaluated in isolation without reference to prior experience [2]; indeed, the assumption of context independence is implicit in the existence of pain
rating scales [13,43,53], although use of these is now commonly
believed to oversimplify the pain evaluation process [7,53]. Such
an assumption would be consistent with an ‘‘absolute’’ account
of pain judgment, according to which pain is predicted solely by
the magnitude of the painful stimulus. Alternatively, as with other
psychophysical judgments, real-time momentary pain judgments
⇑ Corresponding author. Address: School of Psychological Sciences, University of
Manchester, H22 Coupland Building 1, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PL, UK.
E-mail address: pat.watkinson@manchester.ac.uk (P. Watkinson).

could be relative and depend on how a stimulus compares with
other painful experiences. The basic understanding of self-reported
pain depends on understanding how such relative judgments are
made.
We hypothesize that ratings of current pain can be inﬂuenced
by other recent pain. How might such context effects occur?
According to adaptation-level theory [11,18,33–35], pain might
be evaluated relative to a perceived mean stimulus in the recent
context. Alternatively, people might use the same judgment processes as they have been shown to use for other psychophysical
stimuli. Such judgments are typically well described by range frequency theory (RFT) [27,28]. A demonstration that RFT characterizes pain judgments could link pain research with the study of
other psychophysical [27,29,32] and socioemotional judgments
[6,20,22,38,48–52,54–57].
RFT states that judgment of a stimulus depends on a combination of its rank amongst other stimuli (the rank principle), and its
position along the range of stimuli (the range principle). As applied
to judgment of pain (a new domain for the application of RFT), the
principles would operate as follows.
Under the rank principle, the higher a stimulus ranks amongst
other stimuli, the more painful it seems:

F i ¼ ðr i  1Þ=ðN  1Þ
where Fi is the judgment by rank of stimulus i, ranked at position ri
in a context of N stimuli.
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Under the range principle, the higher a stimulus lies along the
range of stimuli, the more painful it seems:

Table 1
Pressure pain stimuli presented to unimodal and bimodal groups, Study 1.
Voltage
into system

Pressure under
probe (kg/cm2)

0.45
0.48
0.52
0.55

1.53
1.89
2.25
2.61

1

1
2
3
4

Target stimulus 1

0.59
0.62
0.66
0.69

2.97
3.33
3.69
4.05

2
3
4
5

5

Target stimulus 2

0.73
0.76
0.79
0.83

4.41
4.77
5.12
5.48

6
7
8
9

6

Target stimulus 3

0.86
0.90
0.93
0.97
1.00

5.84
6.20
6.56
6.92
7.28

10

7
8
9
10
11

Ri ¼ ðSi  Smin Þ=ðSmax  Smin Þ
where Ri is the judgment by range of stimulus i, of magnitude Si, Smin
is the lowest and Smax the highest stimulus in the context.
Overall judgment of a stimulus is expressed as:

Unimodal

J i ¼ wRi þ ð1  wÞF i
where w is a weighting parameter [55].
The studies reported below tested whether relative pain ratings
are governed by the rank principle (Study 1) and the range principle (Study 2). Both studies tested RFT against the 2 rival accounts,
absolute judgment and adaptation-level theory.
2. Methods – Study 1
Study 1 examined whether pain ratings were inﬂuenced by the
ranked position of painful stimuli within different contexts. Using a
methodology well established in research into rank-dependent
judgment [6,20,55–57], we manipulated the rank position of painful stimuli while holding constant their distance from the mean,
and from the highest and lowest stimulus in both contexts. We
predicted that particular stimuli would be judged more painful in
the context in which they ranked highest.
2.1. Participants
We recruited an opportunity sample of 51 participants (35 female) from the University of Manchester; 70.6% were ﬁrst- and second-year undergraduates who received course credits for taking
part, with the remainder consisting of postgraduate students and
staff who took part voluntarily. All participants were blind to the
objectives of the study and none were involved in pain research.
Participants gave their informed written consent, and the study
was approved by the University of Manchester School of Psychological Sciences Ethics Committee. Participants were aged between 18
and 49 years (82.4% under 25 years) and 21.56% were left-handed.
The majority of participants described themselves as white
(78.4%); the next most represented ethnicity was Pakistani (9.8%).
Participants were tested individually with an experimenter present.
2.2. Design and procedure
All participants experienced 3 blocks each comprising 11 painful stimuli. Each stimulus was a pressure applied to the ﬁngers by a
pneumatic pain stimulator. We asked participants to judge the
severity of pain from each stimulus at the point of experience,
without explicit reference to previous responses. Participants’ ﬁngers were placed under the pain stimulator probe as described below, beginning with the ring ﬁnger of the left hand. In order to

Rank position within
distribution

11

Bimodal

control for order effects, which might result in sensitization or
habituation of receptors at the site of stimulation, participants
changed ﬁnger for each stimulus, in the following sequence:
Left Ring; Left Middle; Left Index; Right Index; Right Middle; Right
Ring . . . repeating this sequence throughout the 3 blocks to avoid
repetition of a particular stimulus on the same ﬁnger with repeated blocks.
2.2.1. Pain stimulation
We delivered pressure pain using a pneumatic pain stimulator
system designed by Dancer Design (St. Helens, UK). The system included a pneumatic force controller, which uses compressed air to
lower a 1-cm2 circular rubber probe at variable force. The circular
probe was lowered onto the ﬁnger at the junction with the ﬁngernail bed, centrally placed to cover an equal area of nail and skin.
Each stimulus was delivered by passing a speciﬁc voltage into
the pain stimulator, which translates this into pressure at the
probe in a range from 0.00 kg/cm2 (generated from 0.00 v input)
to 7.28 kg/cm2 (generated from 1.00 v input). Speciﬁc voltages
were generated by a bespoke computer program written in MATLAB 7.5.0 (MathWorks Inc, Sherborn, MA, USA) and passed into
the pain stimulator via a LabJack U12 device (LabJack Corp., Lakewood, CO, USA). With a ﬁnger placed under the probe, each complete stimulus comprised a 3-second depression time, followed
by maintenance of full pressure for a further 3 seconds, after which
pressure was released immediately. An emergency pressure release switch was accessible at all times, and we made clear to participants that they could abort the process and withdraw their
ﬁnger immediately should the pain become too uncomfortable.
Unimodal
Bimodal

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00
Pressure Pain Stimulus (kg/cm 2)
Fig. 1. Illustration of unimodal and bimodal distributions of stimuli, Study 1.
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Table 2
Mean pain ratings for target stimuli by unimodal and bimodal groups, Study 1.
Stimulus

Pressure (kg/cm2)

Group
Unimodal (n = 21)

2.97
4.41
5.84

SD

M

SD

2.76
5.83
8.12

1.10
1.68
1.22

3.26
5.94
7.48

1.42
1.89
1.76

2.2.2. Self-report measure
The intensity of each pressure pain stimulus was rated on the
0–10 Numeric Pain Rating Scale [21], anchored by ‘‘No pain’’ (0),
‘‘Moderate pain’’ (5) and ‘‘Worst possible pain’’ (10). Participants
made their response on a paper copy of the scale immediately after
each stimulus, using only the whole integers on the scale.
We allocated odd-numbered participants to one group of 25 participants, and even-numbered participants to another group of 26
participants. All participants underwent 3 blocks, each of which consisted of 11 different pressure pain stimuli to the ﬁnger. The 11 stimuli were presented in random order, as generated by the MATLAB
computer program. Participants were not aware of the division into
3 separate blocks, but were presented with 33 stimuli as a single sequence. The ﬁrst block was not intended for analysis, being the context-establishing block. This was followed by experimental blocks 1
and 2 (each identical to the context-setting block, in the same random order), results of which were averaged for analysis.
The 2 groups received different series of 11 stimuli. One group
(n = 25) received stimuli in a unimodal distribution and the other
group (n = 26) received stimuli in a bimodal distribution. These distributions are illustrated in Fig. 1. Three target stimuli were common to both groups, but differed in rank position between the
groups. The stimuli presented to each group are shown in Table 1.
Both groups received stimuli ranging from 1.53 to 7.28 kg/cm2,
and the mean stimulus was the same for both groups (4.41 kg/
cm2). Means were based on the average pressure delivered to each
group, which is appropriate as pain ratings from pressure stimuli
have been shown to increase in a linear fashion as pressure increases [1]. To explicitly test the RFT rank principle against adaptation-level theory, the magnitude of each of the 3 target stimuli
relative to the mean was kept constant between the 2 distributions.
If pain judgments were not dependent on context, but were
based on the intensity of each stimulus alone, then the 3 target stimuli, being of equal pressure between the 2 groups, should elicit the
same pain rating from both groups. If pain ratings were based on
comparison with the mean, as adaptation-level theory might suggest, again, the target stimuli should each produce the same pain
rating from both groups, as the magnitude of each target stimulus
relative to the mean was the same for both groups. However, if pain
judgments are dependent on rank within context, then the same
stimulus should be judged more painful in the context in which it
ranks higher, so target stimulus 1 (2.97 kg/cm2) should be judged
more painful by the bimodal group (where rank = 5) than by the
unimodal group (where rank = 2). Target stimulus 2 (4.41 kg/cm2),
ranked in sixth place in both distributions, should be judged equally
painful by both groups. Target stimulus 3 (5.84 kg/cm2) should be
judged more painful by the unimodal group (where rank = 10) than
by the bimodal group (where rank = 7). Thus, a cross-over interaction was expected, whereby the unimodal group would report less
pain from target stimulus 1, but more pain from target stimulus 3,
with the cross-over occurring at target stimulus 2.

participants did not report even moderate pain during the experimental blocks. Table 2 shows mean reported pain for the 3 target
stimuli. The differences in pain intensity rating between the groups
appeared as predicted. As Table 2 illustrates, target stimulus 1 appeared to be judged to be more painful by the bimodal group
(where rank = 5) than by the unimodal group (where rank = 2).
Target stimulus 2 (which occupied the same ranked position in
each condition) appeared to be judged similarly by both groups
(occupying the same rank in both), and target stimulus 3 appeared
to be judged more painful by the unimodal group (where
rank = 10) than by the bimodal group (where rank = 7). A 2 (between: group)  3 (within: target stimulus) mixed-model analysis
of variance (ANOVA) revealed a main effect of target stimulus;
F(2, 88) = 257.02, P < 0.001; conﬁrming that higher pressure was
judged more painful, and no main effect of group. As expected,
there was a signiﬁcant interaction effect of target stimulus  group; F(2, 88) = 3.69, P = 0.03, which suggests that the rank
position of a given stimulus amongst other painful stimuli inﬂuences judgment of how painful it appears. This interaction is
shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates that the intersection occurs
around target stimulus 2, the mean pressure applied, with rank = 6
for both groups. (To conﬁrm that the responses from undergraduates did not differ substantially from those from postgraduates and
staff in Study 1, we conducted a 2 [between: group]  3 [within:
target stimulus] mixed-model analysis of covariance [covariate:
student/staff status]. After controlling for possible effects of student/staff status, the main effect of target stimulus remained;
F(2, 86) = 37.61, P < 0.001. The interaction effect of group  target
stimulus was also retained; F(2, 86) = 3.47, P = 0.04.)
As the target stimuli for Study 1 were of the same absolute magnitude, and were at the same distance from the mean (4.41 kg/cm2)

8

7
Mean Pain Intensity Rating

Target stimulus 1
Target stimulus 2
Target stimulus 3

Bimodal (n = 25)

M

6

5

4

3
Unimodal Group
Bimodal Group

2

2.3. Results
Two participants chose to abort the test and withdrew. A further 3 cases were excluded due to restricted use of the scale; those

2.97

4.41

5.84
2

Pressure Pain Stimulus (kg/cm )
Fig. 2. Interaction between the unimodal and bimodal groups’ pain intensity
ratings of the 3 target stimuli, Study 1.
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in both distributions, differences in evaluation of these stimuli between the 2 groups must be wholly attributable to rank effects, and
not due to differences in absolute magnitude, nor to comparison
with a central tendency, as would be suggested by adaptation-level
theory. As noted in other literature on RFT [6,20,55–57], the true
test of the theory is whether there is a signiﬁcant and symmetrical
interaction effect, indicating that the results are based on relative
rank position of stimuli. Effect sizes, calculated from the differences between mean responses from the 2 groups to target stimulus 1 and target stimulus 3, were moderate (d = 0.40 and d = 0.43,
respectively).
It is possible that the order of presentation might inﬂuence lower-level processes such as sensitization or habituation, which could
contribute to the context effect. Following the logic of previous RFT
work on sensory judgments of taste [32], it seems likely that such
effects would manifest as an inﬂuence of a preceding stimulus on
judgment of the following stimulus. We tested this by analyzing
the effect of the preceding stimulus on the ratings of each of the
3 target stimuli, common to both groups. For each of the 3 target
stimuli, we calculated whether the preceding stimulus had been
higher or lower in each of the 2 experimental blocks, and conducted 6 2 (between: group) x 2 (between: high/low predecessor)
2-way independent ANOVAs. These revealed no signiﬁcant main
effect of high/low predecessor on the pain ratings given to any of
the target stimuli with statistics ranging from F(3, 42) = .68,
P = 0.41 to F(3, 42) = 2.45, P = 0.13. There was no signiﬁcant interaction effect of group  high/low predecessor on any of these pain
ratings, with statistics ranging from F(3, 42) = .02, P = 0.89 to
F(3, 42) = .68, P = 0.41. (Amongst the results of tests of the effect
of the preceding stimuli on the target stimuli in Study 1, one extremely nonsigniﬁcant interaction of group  high/low predecessor
[F(3, 42) = 0.00, P = 1.00] was disregarded, as only one participant
in the unimodal group had received a higher predecessor to that
stimulus). These results suggest that there was no systematic effect
of the previous stimulus on judgment of the current stimulus, and
therefore no evidence of sensitization or habituation, and that this
is equally true of both distributions.
3. Methods – Study 2
Study 2 again used an established methodology [38,55,57], this
time to test the range principle, according to which a stimulus appears more painful the higher it lies within the range bounded by
other stimuli. The range principle suggests that if someone’s painful experiences were negatively skewed, with most pain tending
toward the top of their range of experience, they would report
more pain than someone whose painful experiences were positively skewed, with pain clustered toward the bottom of their
range, even if both suffered equal physical trauma. We predicted
that stimuli would appear on average to be more painful when

Table 3
Pressure pain stimuli presented to positive and negative skew groups, Study 2.
Voltage into
system

Pressure under probe
(kg/cm2)

Position within range of
distribution
Positive
skew

0.45
0.55
0.60
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.65
0.68
0.69
0.71
0.74
0.76
0.77
0.80
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.90
1.00

1.53
2.58
3.10
3.20
3.31
3.41
3.62
3.94
4.04
4.25
4.56
4.77
4.88
5.19
5.40
5.50
5.61
5.71
6.24
7.28

Negative
skew
1
2

1
2
3
4
5
6

3

4
7
5
8

9

6
7
8
9
10
11

10
11

experienced in the context where the stimuli were negatively
skewed.
3.1. Participants
We recruited an opportunity sample of 40 participants (23 female) from the University of Manchester; 80% were third-year
undergraduates, postgraduate students, and staff who took part
voluntarily, with the remainder consisting of ﬁrst- and second-year
undergraduates who received course credits for taking part. All
participants were blind to the objectives of the study and none
were familiar with pain research. Participants gave their informed
written consent, and the study was approved by the University of
Manchester School of Psychological Sciences Ethics Committee.
Participants were aged between 19 and 35 years (77.5% under
27 years) and 15% were left-handed. The majority of participants
described themselves as white (90%); the next most represented
ethnicity was Chinese (5%). Participants were tested individually
with an experimenter present.
3.2. Design and procedure
We allocated odd-numbered participants to one group and
even-numbered participants to another group, with 20 participants in each group. All participants underwent 3 blocks, each of

Positive Skew
Negative Skew

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00
Pressure Pain Stimulus (kg/cm2)
Fig. 3. Illustration of positively skewed and negatively skewed distributions of stimuli, respectively showing stimuli clustered toward the low and high end of the range,
Study 2.
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which consisted of 11 different pressure pain stimuli to the ﬁnger,
as described in Study 1. The 11 stimuli were presented in random
order, as generated by the MATLAB computer program. The ﬁrst
block was not intended for analysis, being the context-establishing
block. It was made clear to participants that the ﬁrst block would
be a practice block, and that 2 further blocks would be presented
containing the same number and range of stimuli, but not necessarily in the same order. The 11 stimuli were re-randomised before
each of experimental blocks 1 and 2, results of which were averaged for analysis.
The 2 groups received different series of 11 stimuli. One group
received a positively skewed distribution of stimuli (where most
stimuli clustered toward the lower end of the range of stimuli)
and the other a negatively skewed distribution (where most stimuli clustered toward the higher end of the range of stimuli). These
distributions are illustrated in Fig. 3. Both distributions had a range
of 4.18 kg/cm2, both had aggregate pressure of 48.4 kg/cm2, and
the average pressure was 4.4 kg/cm2 in both distributions. Construction of averages is appropriate as pain ratings from pressure
stimuli have been shown to increase in a linear fashion as pressure
increases [1]. The stimuli presented to each group are shown in
Table 3.
Because both groups received the same average pressure, absolute judgment of each stimulus in isolation, using only the magnitude of each stimulus for evaluation, would result in both groups
reporting the same average severity of pain. Such a result would
also be consistent with adaptation-level theory. The 2 distributions
consisted of stimuli with the same mean and aggregate magnitude,
which were symmetrical around that common mean. Comparison
with the mean, as might be suggested by adaptation-level theory,
should result in a net zero difference in judgment between the 2
groups. However, according to the range principle, people in the
negative skew group should judge the experience more painful because most of the painful stimuli clustered toward the higher end
of the range of pain they experienced. In this case, ‘‘relativelymore-painful’’ stimuli would occur more frequently, and each of
these should be judged more painful than if they were at the lower
end of the range. We therefore tested the range principle against
both adaptation-level theory and the absolute judgment account,
and predicted that the negative skew group would report a higher
average intensity of pain.
3.3. Results
The usual method of analysis of RFT range effects is to compare
the average response from the 2 groups of stimuli [38,55,57]. As
expected, the mean pain intensity reported on the 0 through 10
scale by the negative skew group (M = 5.60, SD = 0.93) appeared
to be higher than that reported by the positive skew group
(M = 4.54, SD = 1.51).
We analyzed all responses (after averaging across experimental
blocks 1 and 2) from the 2 groups with a 2 (between: group)  11
(within: stimulus) mixed-model ANOVA, which revealed a main
effect of stimulus; F(5, 190) = 155.46, P < 0.001 (Greenhouse-Geisser), conﬁrming that higher pressure was indeed judged to be more
painful, and also a main effect of the group; F(1, 38) = 7.14, P = 0.01,
indicating that the negatively skewed group generally reported
more pain than the positively skewed group. The results of the ANOVA suggest that people found the stimuli in the negative skew
distribution (where most stimuli were at the higher end of the
range) more painful, despite the mean and aggregate pressure
being the same for both groups. Although the individual judgment
of each stimulus would be inﬂuenced by both range and rank principles, the average relative rank of the stimuli was exactly the same
in both distributions, eliminating rank effects from the result. Because we administered the same aggregate and mean magnitude
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of stimuli to both groups, neither absolute judgment nor adaptation-level comparisons can explain the results, which we can
therefore attribute to the range effect. The effect size, calculated
from the difference between overall means of the responses from
the 2 groups, was large, d = 0.96. (To conﬁrm that the responses
from undergraduates did not differ substantially from those from
postgraduates and staff in Study 2, we conducted a 2 [between:
group]  11 [within: stimulus] mixed-model analysis of covariance
[covariate: student/staff status]. After controlling for possible effects of student/staff status, the main effect of stimulus remained;
F(5, 185) = 10.38, P < 0.001 [Greenhouse-Geisser]. The main effect
of group was also retained; F(1, 37) = 6.36, P = 0.02.)
As described in Study 1, we tested whether low-level processes
such as sensitization or habituation could have contributed to the
context effect. We analyzed the effect of the preceding stimulus on
the ratings of each of the 2 stimuli common to both groups. We
conducted 4 2 (between: group) x 2 (between: high/low predecessor) 2-way independent ANOVAs. These revealed no signiﬁcant
main effect of high/low predecessor on the pain ratings given to
either of the 2 stimuli common to both groups, with statistics ranging from F(3, 36) = .02, P = 0.89 to F(3, 36) = 2.87, P = 0.10. There
was no signiﬁcant interaction effect of group  high/low predecessor on any of these pain ratings, with statistics ranging from
F(3, 36) = .07, P = 0.80 to F(3, 36) = 3.22, P = 0.08. Again, the results
suggest that there was no systematic effect of the previous stimulus on judgment of the current stimulus, and therefore no evidence
of sensitization or habituation, and that this is equally true of both
distributions.
4. Discussion
The combined results of the studies show that evaluation of
pain is a cognitive judgment process that takes into account the
rank position of a painful stimulus and its proximity to the high
or low extreme of the range of stimuli. Prior research has suggested
that pain ratings are inﬂuenced by the context of other pain
[5,17,18,33–35,46], and clinicians are aware of psychological factors in pain evaluation. Our results add to this literature by providing a quantitative model of how these context effects occur. They
also complement prior work that has suggested that people impose
their own context on their use of scales, comparing present pain
with their ‘‘usual’’ or ‘‘worst’’ pain [53]. Furthermore, clinicians’
judgments that do not match patients’ own pain evaluation
[7,19,44] might suggest that the clinician and patient make assessments relative to different contexts. Previously it was unclear
which of the 3 potential models (absolute judgment, adaptationlevel theory, or RFT) might best describe these processes. Our research can assist in the interpretation of this existing literature
by proposing RFT, and not adaptation-level theory, as the model
for the cognitive processes underlying relative pain judgments.
We can be sure that RFT is the explanation for our results as we
explicitly tested RFT against both adaptation-level theory and
absolute judgment. We achieved moderate effect sizes for Study
1, likely to be due to the size of the manipulation, there being a difference of only 3 positions in the rank of target stimuli 1 and 3 between the 2 distributions. The indication that the rank
manipulation was responsible for the results is the resulting symmetrical interaction (illustrated in Fig. 2), this being the wellestablished method of testing rank effects in RFT research
[6,20,55–57]. If judgments had been based on the absolute magnitude of stimuli, one would expect similar responses to target stimuli 1 and 3, as was the case for target stimulus 2, which ranked at
the same position in both distributions. A similar result might be
expected if judgments had been made relative to the adaptation level, as the distances from the mean of target stimuli 1 and 3 were
kept constant in the 2 distributions.
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The effect size from Study 2 was large, which can only be attributed to the range manipulation, as the average relative rank of
stimuli was the same for both groups, eliminating rank effects from
the results. We can be sure that absolute judgments were not
made, as this should have resulted in similar responses from both
groups, as the aggregate and average pressure was the same for
both. The same result would be expected if judgments had been
made relative to the adaptation level, as the symmetrical distributions around equal means should have resulted in a net difference
of zero between the 2 groups.
It is important that the correct model for judgment is understood. Although it is most important to manage and minimise pain,
it is also a warning mechanism to register illness or injury [24], described as ‘‘the ﬁfth vital sign’’ [44]. Imagine a person whose pain is
measured regularly to track progress of a medical condition. An
absolute account of judgment would suggest that increased or decreased pain ratings would, respectively, correspond to worsening
or improvement of their condition. An account based on adaptation-level theory would suggest that their adaptation level would
shift to reﬂect the new mean, and pain ratings would remain ﬁxed,
despite changes in the underlying cause. According to an RFT account, under the rank principle, pain ratings would similarly remain ﬁxed, as the relative rank positions of painful episodes
would remain the same even if the overall range of pain became
more or less severe, thus potentially masking any deterioration
or improvement in their condition.
However, the RFT range principle could create something of a
paradox. If an individual’s experienced range of painful events becomes more positively skewed, with occasionally more extreme
pain extending the overall range, pain ratings could be generally
lower, as most painful episodes cluster toward the lower end of
the range of experience. This might at ﬁrst appear beneﬁcial; pain
is generally felt to be intrinsically a bad thing that should be
avoided or reduced [4]. Yet, under-reporting of pain could mask
any worsening of the underlying cause, and obscure that ‘‘vital
sign.’’
Conversely, if an individual’s pain becomes more negatively
skewed, with fewer episodes of low-intensity pain, most painful
episodes would cluster toward the top end of their range of experience. Ratings could be generally higher even if their worst pain
remains the same, as the more painful episodes would be relatively
more frequent. This introduces implications that could inform future research into pain reduction. If analgesia is successful for
low levels of pain but not for more severe episodes, the context
might become negatively skewed, and these unimproved episodes
could appear more painful. Reported pain could potentially increase rather than decrease.
Our study focused on testing the processes underlying momentary pain judgments, although we believe our results also complement peak-end theory [14,15,31,36,40,42] and other work on
memory for pain [2,3,8,16,30,37,41,45]. A recent extension to
RFT, Decision by Sampling [39], has suggested that when making
judgments from memory, people construct a mental sample populated from selected memories as well as the immediate context.
Evaluation of a particular stimulus is derived from its rank position
within this constructed sample. It is possible that particularly salient stimuli from memory would be more likely to contribute to
this sample, for example, the peak and end of an experience
[14,15,31,36,40,42]. If the stimuli sampled from memory are representative of momentary painful experiences on a daily basis, we
would expect a high correlation between the daily judgments
and retrospective evaluation. However, should the sampled stimuli
not be entirely representative of the experiences on a daily basis,
possibly due to displacement by other more salient stimuli, we
would expect less correlation. This might go some way toward

explaining the debate about the accuracy or otherwise of memory
for pain [2,8,16,30,45].
4.1. Potential limitations
All results were based on self-report. However, self-report was
our required outcome in order to understand how individuals evaluate their current pain in real time, during the second stage of selfreporting, using a pain rating scale of the kind used in clinical
assessment.
We used evoked pressure pain in the laboratory. One concern
with such research is that participants can anticipate increasing
pressure and simply produce successive higher pain ratings
accordingly. Participants have been shown to respond with such
an ascending pattern of ratings even when anaesthetised [9]. Our
presentation of stimuli in double-blind random order removed
the potential for such stimulus-independent bias.
Our results were achieved using only acute pain, and with the
participants’ knowledge that they could terminate the source of
pain instantly. This context is very different to that of clinical,
and especially chronic, pain and it may not be possible to generalise these results to that context. A background context of
chronic pain was not examined during these initial studies, but
could be considered for future studies into RFT effects of pain
evaluation.
A particular concern regarding the RFT paradigm is that participants might simply rate the size of the stimuli presented in each
context, rather than properly judge how painful each stimulus is
at that moment [55,57]. If participants were simply labelling each
stimulus according to the scale presented, one might expect them
to use the full range of the scale, including the lowest and highest
points. However, of 86 ﬁnal participants in total, across all 4 conditions in 2 studies, only 3 participants averaged ‘‘0’’ as their lowest
response and ‘‘10’’ as their highest, therefore participants clearly
did not simply rate the stimuli from ‘‘0’’ through ‘‘10’’ without
engaging with the task.
It is possible that order effects might have led to increased or
decreased ratings over the course of the experiment, due to low-level processes such as sensitization or habituation. We took precautions to control for order effects by changing and resting ﬁngers
between stimuli, and randomising stimuli to avoid repeated pressure of similar magnitude at the same site. Habituation to pain is
rarely reported, and seems to be associated with repeated stimuli
to the same site [12]. Sensitization appears not to occur with interstimulus intervals of more than 3 seconds [12], and our participants took longer than this to write their responses and change
ﬁngers. The additional analyses of the effect of preceding stimuli
found no evidence that the context effects might have occurred because of such low-level sensory processes.
4.2. Conclusion
This research is the ﬁrst to quantitatively model the mechanism
by which current pain is evaluated in real time with reference to
other painful experiences, as described by RFT. It is the ﬁrst to apply RFT effects to judgments of physiological (as opposed to hedonic [28]) pain, and supports both rank and range principles as the
cognitive processes that underpin such judgments. These results
contribute to existing literature on context-dependent pain evaluation, and forge a link between pain research and other psychophysical and socioemotional judgments.
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